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Abstract6

1 Earthquake self-similarity is a controversial topic, both from an observational and7

theoretical standpoint. Theory predicts the existence of a finite nucleation dimension,8

implying a break of self-similarity below a certain magnitude. While observations of non9

self-similar earthquake behavior have been reported, their interpretation remains debated,10

since estimating source properties is challenging due to trade-offs between source and path11

effects and assumptions on the underlying source model, which often assume self-similarity12

in the first place.13

Here I introduce a source model that accounts for earthquake nucleation, and quantify how14

the nucleation phase affects ground motion. The model consists of an equation of motion15

for a circular rupture front (derived from fracture mechanics) and far-field displacement16

pulses and spectra. The onset of ground motion is characterized by exponential growth17

with characteristic timescale t0 = R0/vr, with R0 the nucleation dimension and vr a18

limit rupture velocity. As a consequence, normalized displacements have a constant source19

duration, proportional to the nucleation length rather than the source dimension. For ray20

paths normal to the fault, the exponential growth results in a Boatwright spectrum with21

n = 1, γ = 2 and corner frequency fc = 1/t0. For other orientations, the spectrum has an22

additional sinc(·) term with a corner frequency related to the travel time delay across the23

asperity. Seismic moments scale as M0 ∼ R(R − R0)R0, where R is the size of asperity,24

becoming vanishingly small as R→ R0. Consequently, stress drops estimated from M0 and25

fc are smaller than the nominal stress drop, and they decrease with decreasing magnitude,26

consistent with several seismological studies. The constant earthquake duration is also in27

agreement with reported microseismicity, providing an estimate of the nucleation length:28
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for 0 < MW < 2 events studied by Lin et al. (2016) in Taiwan, a model with a nucleation29

length between 45− 80m provides a good fit to observed durations.30

1 Introduction31

The concept of earthquake self-similarity (Aki, 1967) is often assumed in seismology, and it is32

supported by a large body of observations indicating that the stress drop remains constant over33

a wide range of magnitudes (e.g. Abercrombie, 1995, 2021, and references therein). In con-34

trast, observations suggesting a break in self-similarity have been reported in local studies (e.g.35

Harrington & Brodsky, 2009; Bouchon et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2016; Imanishi & Uchide, 2017;36

Trugman & Shearer, 2017; H. Wang, Ren, Wen, & Xu, 2019; Mayeda, Malagnini, & Walter,37

2007; Bindi, Spallarossa, Picozzi, & Morasca, 2020), even though their interpretation is ham-38

pered by well known artifacts due to trade-offs between path and source effects and attenuation39

of high-frequencies (Abercrombie, 1995; Ide, Beroza, Prejean, & Ellsworth, 2003; Abercrombie,40

2021).41

Scale invariance typically arises from physical processes without a characteristic length scale.42

In contrast, commonly used friction laws contain a characteristic slip distance that determines43

the weakening behavior. This results in characteristic lengths: Ruina (1983) first postulated44

the existence of a finite nucleation length from a linear stability analysis, later confirmed in45

numerical studies of faults with rate-state friction (Dieterich & Linker, 1992; Rubin & Ampuero,46

2005), and observed experimentally (Leeman, Saffer, Scuderi, & Marone, 2016; McLaskey,47

2019).48

Self-similarity is often inferred from the scaling between seismic moment and corner fre-49

quency. The seismic moment produced by a circular rupture of radius R and stress drop ∆τ is50

given by (Eshelby, 1957):51

M0 =
16

7
∆τR3. (1)

Assuming that the earthquake duration T scales linearly with its radius, and taking the corner52

frequency fc ≈ 1/T leads to the predicted the scaling: M0 ∼ f−3
c . A large source of uncer-53

tainty is the constant of proportionality between corner frequency and source dimension, which54

strongly depends on the chosen source model. Self-similar models, such as those proposed by55

Madariaga (1976) and Sato and Hirasawa (1973), assume that ruptures start at the center56

of a circular asperity and propagate at constant velocity. Recent studies have relaxed some57

of these assumptions, by considering the effect of a cohesive zone (Kaneko & Shearer, 2014),58

elliptical and unilateral rupture propagation (Kaneko & Shearer, 2015), irregular ruptures on59

heterogeneous faults (Lin & Lapusta, 2018) and earthquakes propagating as pulses rather than60
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cracks (Y. Wang & Day, 2017). These factors introduce variability in estimating the source61

dimension, which can strongly affect stress drop estimates due to the cubic dependence on R in62

eq. 1. To the best of my knowledge, none of the proposed source models explicitly accounts for63

the increase in slip and rupture velocity during the nucleation phase. A better characterization64

of the seismic signature of earthquake nucleation would facilitate the interpretation of observed65

breaks in self-similarity, and help bridge the gap between laboratory studies and actual faults66

by estimating the nucleation dimension on natural faults.67

To this end, here I use fracture mechanics to derive a kinematic source model that accounts68

for earthquake nucleation, and describe its predictions on seismological observables such as69

far-field pulse duration and stress drop estimates. I show that the spectrum is characterized70

by two corner frequencies and an apparent constant source duration for small earthquakes, as71

confirmed by fully dynamic rupture simulations. In section 3 I discuss these findings in the72

context of seismological studies, and show that the existence of a finite nucleation dimension73

can explain observations of constant source duration (Lin et al., 2016; Harrington & Brodsky,74

2009; Lengliné, Lamourette, Vivin, Cuenot, & Schmittbuhl, 2014) with a nucleation dimension75

of the order of 45−80m. The model also predicts an increase in stress drop with magnitude, as76

inferred in several studies (Mayeda et al., 2007; Bindi et al., 2020; Trugman & Shearer, 2017,77

among others). Other model predictions, such as the double corner frequency and its depen-78

dence on observation angle, may be used to further test this hypothesis and provide estimates79

of the nucleation dimension in the future.80

81

2 Theoretical source model82

The classical scaling between rupture dimension and duration follows from the assumption83

of constant rupture velocity, which breaks down during nucleation when the rupture front84

accelerates. To estimate earthquake duration in this regime we need an equation of motion85

for the rupture front, which can be derived from fracture mechanics. Following Freund (1990),86

the motion of the rupture front is controlled by a balance between fracture energy and the87

mechanical energy provided by slip with the crack:88

G(r, ṙ) = Γ, (2)

where Γ is the fracture energy and G the dynamic energy release rate, which quantifies the stress89

concentration ahead of the rupture and is a function of the its dimension r and propagation90
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velocity ṙ. G is related to the dynamic stress intensity factor K by91

G = A(ṙ)
K(r, ṙ)2

2µ′
, (3)

where A is a universal function of crack speed (different for each mode of deformation) and µ′92

is the shear modulus µ for antiplane deformation and µ/(1 − ν), with ν the Poisson’s ratio,93

for plane strain deformation. The dynamic stress intensity factor is related to the static stress94

intensity factor K(r, 0) as follows:95

K(r, ṙ) = k(ṙ)K(r, 0), (4)

where k(ṙ) a universal function of rupture velocity. To simplify notation, I write the static96

stress intensity factor as K(r). The equation of motion of the crack tip is then given by97

K(r) =

(
2µ′Γ

A(ṙ)k(ṙ)2

)1/2

. (5)

The product A(ṙ)k2(ṙ) can be approximated as 1− ṙ/vf , where vf is the terminal rupture98

velocity (shear wave velocity for mode III cracks and the Rayleigh wave velocity for mode II99

cracks, Freund (1990)). For simplicity, in what follows I neglect the difference between mode II100

and mode III, and assume that the crack is circular; the same results, within a factor of order101

one, are expected to apply for the elliptical crack in the case of mixed-mode propagation.102

I assume the initial crack radius satisfies eq. 5 for ṙ = 0. For a constant fracture energy,103

eq. 5 can then be written as104

K(r) =
K(R0)√
1− ṙ/vf

. (6)

The stress intensity factor for a circular crack of radius r is K(r) ∝ ∆τ
√
r; for a constant105

stress drop, combining this with eq. 6 yields the following expression for crack tip velocity as a106

function of radius:107

vr = ṙ = vf

(
1− R0

r

)
. (7)

Since ṙ(R0) = 0, solving for crack position as a function of time with initial condition r(0) = R0108

gives r(t) = R0 at all times. Instead, I assume that the crack exceeds the nucleation dimension109

by a small amount: r/R0 = 1 + ε, with ε� 1. The crack radius then grows as110

r/R0 = 1 +W
(
get/t0

)
(8)

vr/vf = 1−
[
1 +W

(
get/t0

)]−1

(9)

where W (·) is the Lambert omega function, t0 = R0/vf is a characteristic timescale, and111

g = W−1(ε) ≈ ε.112
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2.1 Far-field pulses and amplitude spectra113

The kinematic source model presented above is the starting point to find far-field ground motion114

and source spectra for an accelerating crack. Far-field pulses and spectra are obtained from115

body wave displacements for a point source shear dislocation (Aki & Richards, 1980):116

u(x, t) =
Ap,s

4πρc3p,sD
Ṁ0 (t) , (10)

where ρ is the density, cp,s is the wave velocity for P or S waves, Ap,s are their respective117

radiation patterns, D is the distance between source and receiver, and Ṁ0 the moment rate118

given by119

Ṁ0(t) = µ

∫ ∫
s

v(t− d/cp,s) ds, (11)

with µ the shear modulus, v the slip velocity, and d the distance between the receiver and120

individual points on the fault surface. A constant stress drop crack propagating at speed vr121

has the following velocity profile:122

v(ρ) =
24∆τ

7πµ

r(t)√
r(t)2 − ρ2

vr(t), (12)

where ∆τ is the stress drop, r(t) the crack radius, and ρ radial distance within the crack (Sato123

& Hirasawa, 1973). I use eq. 9 for vr(t) and calculate far-field ground motion by numerically124

integrating eq. 11 for a range of observation angles θ. Examples of far-field displacement pulses125

can be seen in Fig. 1. After reaching the edge of a circular asperity, the rupture decelerates126

and arrests: in Appendix A I derive an equation of motion from energy arguments analogous127

to those in the previous section, assuming a region of negative stress drop ∆τout surrounding128

the asperity, due for example to velocity-strengthening friction. The strength of the barrier is129

quantified by the parameters α = ∆τout/∆τ − 1. I find that rupture arrest has a minor effect130

on source properties (Fig. 1), and in the rest of the paper I focus on the case α = −2, which131

corresponds to a stress barrier equal and opposite to the stress drop.132

2.1.1 Pulses and spectra for θ = 0133

Fig. 2(a,b) shows the normalized far-field spectra for the Sato and Hirasawa (1973) model134

with constant rupture velocity and the accelerating rupture model. As expected, the classic135

model assuming constant rupture velocity produces pulses of increasing duration with increas-136

ing earthquake dimension R. In contrast, the accelerating model produces longer pulses due to137

the slower average rupture velocity, and with approximately constant duration. This is one of138

the main results of this study and will be discussed in more detail below. The theoretical model139

presented above is a simplified representation of the more complex elasto-frictional processes140
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Figure 1: (a) coordinate system and sketch of rupture propagation starting at the nucleation

radius R0 and propagating up to asperity radius R with variable rupture velocity. (b) examples

of normalized far-field S-wave pulses for two values of R/R0 and θ, with cs = 3600m/s, R0 =

10m. The deceleration seen for θ = 0 is due to rupture arrest (see Appendix A).

taking place during nucleation and rupture propagation, and it contains several assumptions141

such as constant stress drop and rupture shape. Therefore, I also run fully dynamic rupture142

simulations of earthquake cycles on faults controlled by rate-state friction with the ageing law,143

using the numerical code of Lapusta and Liu (2009), described in Appendix C. Fig. 2c shows144

that normalized ground motion for events with R0 < R < 1.6R0 collapse on the same line145

and have approximately constant duration as predicted by the analytical model. As previously146

observed by Chen and Lapusta (2009) and Cattania and Segall (2019), asperities exceeding147

R = approxR0 tend to produce lateral ruptures, not described by the circular model adopted148

here.149

150

The constant duration can be understood from the equation of motion. For the observation151

angle θ = 0 and in the far field, the time delay in eq. 10 is a constant, so the observed152

displacement is simply proportional to the integrated slip velocity. It can be shown that the153

integral is proportional to the product of crack area and rupture velocity:154

u ∼ r(t)2Vr(t), (13)

where I omitted the constant time delay d/c in eq. 10 for convenience. For constant rupture155

velocity, far field displacements simply grow as rupture area or t2, and if we define rupture du-156

ration as the time during which the normalized slip speed exceeds a certain value, the duration157

scales as T ∼ R/vr, as expected.158
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Figure 2: Normalized far-field displacements observed at θ = 0. (a) Sato and Hirasawa (1973)

model with constant rupture velocity. (b) kinematic modified model accounting for accelerating

rupture, with instantaneous rupture arrest. (c) fully dynamic earthquake simulations. Dotted

lines are theoretical expressions for R ≈ R0 (u/uf = exp (−∆t/t0)). The nucleation length in

panel (c) is estimated using the result from Rubin and Ampuero (2005) modified for a 3D crack

(Cattania & Segall, 2019), and rupture velocity vr equal to the shear wave speed, corresponding

to the mode III edge of the rupture.

159

For the accelerating crack, both r and vr are time-dependent. Early on, vr ≈ 0 and we can160

assume that the radius is approximately constant, so that far-field displacement is proportional161

to the rupture velocity given by eq. 9. In the early stages of nucleation, when get/t0 � 1, the162

Lambert W-function can be approximated as W (x) ≈ x for x � 1 so that ṙ/c ≈ get/t0 . The163

normalized far-field displacement observed at a time t before the end of the rupture is then164

simply165

u

umax
=

vr
vr,max

= e−t/t0 , (14)

and it does not depend on the final radius but only on the time interval, so that all normalized166

curves collapse on the same line. This expression, shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2(b,c), is in167

excellent agreement with the nucleation model and with the dynamic simulations. If we define168

the earthquake duration as the time when far-field displacements reach an arbitrary fraction of169

its peak value (u = φuf ), the event duration is given by170

T = t0 log

(
1

φ

)
. (15)

with t0 = R0

vf
. Finally, the Fourier transform of eq. 14 produces the following normalized171

amplitude spectrum:172

|u(ω)| = umaxt0√
1 + ω2t20

, (16)
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which corresponds to a Boatwright (1980) spectrum with n = 1, γ = 2, and corner frequency173

ωc = 1/t0.174

2.1.2 Pulses and source spectra for all observation angles175

Displacement pulses and source spectra as a function of observation angle are derived in Ap-176

pendix B; here I summarize the main results. The pulse duration is given by177

T = t0

[
log

(
1

φ

)
+ log

(
eΘ − 2φ sinh Θ

e−Θ

)]
(17)

with Θ = R sin θ/ct0, c is the speed of P or S wave, R the asperity dimension, and φ the178

threshold defined in section 2.1.1. The first term in square brackets reflects the acceleration179

in slip velocity during nucleation, and it does not depend on R; the second term is associated180

with the time lag between radiation from opposite sides of the rupture, which increases with181

source radius and observation angle.182

183

Finally, the spectrum of the moment rate function is given by184

|Ṁc(ω)| = 48∆τ

7
(R−R0)R0R sinc

(
ωR sin θ

c

)
1√

ω2t20 + 1
. (18)

The spectrum has two corner frequencies, corresponding to the two characteristic timescales185

discussed above. The sinc(·) reflects the travel time difference between opposite ends of the186

rupture, while the Boatwright term, previously obtained for θ = 0, reflects the exponential in-187

crease in rupture velocity (eq. 14), which is a function of nucleation length rather than asperity188

dimension.189

190

Most seismological studies use a spectrum with a single corner frequency, which will fall191

between these values. This can be verified by fitting a Brune (1970) and a Boatwright (1980)192

models to the amplitude spectrum obtained from the nucleation source model (Fig. 3). Corner193

frequencies fc and fall-off rates are estimated using a least-square fit weighted by the inverse194

of the frequency, in the frequency range 0.05fc < f < 10fc (Kaneko & Shearer, 2014). As195

expected, the Boatwright model correctly describes the spectrum for θ = 0. For larger θ, the196

Brune model better captures the lower corner frequency (and hence source behavior), while197

Boatwright estimates are closer to the second corner frequency for small values of θ, up to198

about 20◦.199
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Figure 3: Corner frequency and fall-off exponents estimated by fitting a Brune and a Boatwright

spectrum to the far-field displacements produced by an event near the nucleation dimension

R = 1.1R0 and fast rupture arrest (α = −5). (a) Brune (cross) and Boatwright (circle) corner

frequencies generally fall between the two theoretical corner frequencies predicted by eq. 18

associated with the rupture acceleration (dotted line) and to the delay between stopping phases

(solid line). (b) Spectrum for θ = 0◦, close to the expected Boatwright spectrum for R ≈ R0,

eq. 16. (c) Spectrum for θ = 45◦.

2.2 Seismic moment and stress drop scaling200

The seismic moment is estimated from the zero-frequency asymptote of the moment rate func-201

tion (Aki & Richards, 1980), and shown in Fig. 4(a). Moments are normalized by the mo-202

ment that a constant stress drop crack of size R0 would produce if it ruptured seismically:203

M0,ref = (16/7)∆τR3
0. While this value does not have an obvious physical interpretation, since204

eq. 1 does not apply in this limit, I introduce it for convenience, to facilitate interpretation of205

seismological observations in terms of a nucleation dimension. For sufficiently large asperities206

(R ≈ 2R0 or larger), seismic moments scale follow the classical scaling (M0 ∼ R3, eq. 1); in207

contrast, the seismic moment for events near the nucleation dimension is lower than the classi-208

cal result, since slip is released aseismically during the nucleation phase. In this case, seismic209
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moments are given by eq. 18 for ω = 0:210

M0 =
48

7
∆τR0R(R−R0). (19)

Note that the existence of a finite nucleation length does not translate to a lower bound in211

seismic moment: eq. 19 predicts arbitrarily small M0, due to a small amount of seismic slip212

over a finite source.213

214

If corner frequencies are inversely proportional to source dimension, stress drops can be215

estimated by plotting M0 vs. fc, and the term “stress drop” is often used to describe the216

scaling between these two quantities, even though some authors have argued against this use217

of the term (Atkinson & Beresnev, 1997). For small sources, the assumption that fc ∼ R−1
218

clearly does not apply, as confirmed by the constant source duration for small θ (section 2.1.1).219

For easier comparison with observational studies, I define the measured stress drop as220

∆τm =
7

16

M0f
3
c

k3c3
, (20)

where k is a constant of proportionality defined by the relationship fc = kcs/R. The value221

of k depends on assumptions about the source model; here I use k = 0.21, the value obtained222

by Madariaga (1976) for S-waves from dynamic simulations with constant rupture velocity223

vr = 0.9β. I define corner frequencies as fc = 1/T , where T is the duration defined as in eq. 15224

with φ = 0.5. Fig. 4(b) shows the measured stress drop for θ = 0: since the source duration225

tends to a constant for R → R0, while seismic moments become vanishingly small, estimated226

stress drops are lower for small magnitude events. This effect is visible for events with moment227

magnitudes up to about Mw0 + 2.5, at which point ∆τm is close to the nominal stress drop.228

3 Discussion229

A finite nucleation dimension implies a break in self-similarity, and the traditional scaling230

relations between seismic moment and earthquake duration (or equivalently, stress drop) are231

not expected to hold for source dimensions close to the nucleation length. A departure from232

self-similarity, if observed, could therefore provide an indirect in-situ estimate of the nucleation233

dimension, and a comparison to laboratory or numerical experiments under which earthquake234

nucleation has been hypothesized and observed (Dieterich, 1992; McLaskey, 2019). Here I235

presented a simple analytical source model for events near the nucleation dimension, and outline236

seismological observations and scaling relations that might reveal a break in self-similarity. Like237

all source models assuming a circular rupture propagating on a uniform fault, this model doesn’t238
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Figure 4: Left: normalized seismic moment vs. normalized radius predicted by the theoretical

source model (section 2). The solid and dotted lines indicate analytical results for R � R0

(eq. 1) and R ≈ R0 (eq. 19).

capture the complexity of real earthquakes, which can have complex source time functions even239

at small magnitude (Abercrombie, 2021) and increased variability in stress drop due to rupture240

geometry and other factors (Kaneko & Shearer, 2014, 2015; Lin & Lapusta, 2018; Y. Wang &241

Day, 2017). But while the model will not capture all details of real earthquakes, the existence242

of a finite nucleation dimension fundamentally modifies source properties and scaling relations,243

and these first-order features likely persist in more realistic cases.244

3.1 Observations of constant earthquake duration245

The first result of this study is that earthquakes near the nucleation dimension appear to con-246

stant duration, given by eq. 17. This perhaps surprising result arises from the early exponential247

acceleration in rupture velocity, and from the definition of “duration” as the time during which248

the far-field pulse exceeds a fraction of the final value. Constant earthquake duration across a249

range of magnitudes has indeed been reported for small events by several authors: Harrington250

and Brodsky (2009) for microearthquakes along the San Andreas and secondary faults, Lin251

et al. (2016) for repeaters along the Chengdu fault in Taiwan and Lengliné et al. (2014) for252

fluid induced earthquakes. Lin et al. (2016) estimated earthquake durations from source time253

functions, and are defined them as twice the time during which the moment rate exceeds 50%254

of the peak value. These observations can be directly compared to the prediction from eq. 17255

and seismic moments from eq. 19, as shown in Fig. 5. The nucleation model provides a better256

fit that the classical scaling, and can explain the observed source duration with a nucleation257
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Figure 5: Seismic moments and source durations from Lin et al. (2016), with each color corre-

sponding to a different cluster. Black lines indicate the predicted scaling for sources near the

nucleation dimension (eq. 17, 19) with θ = 28◦, vr = 2505m/s, c = 5700m/s, φ = 1/2 (from Lin

et al. (2016)), ∆τ = 3MPa and µ = 30GPa. Note that durations here are twice the definition

used in the text, for consistency with Lin et al. (2016). The dotted line indicates the classical

T ∼M1/3
0 scaling for a 3MPa stress drop.

dimension of the order of about 45− 80m. This is consistent with estimates for typical values258

of frictional parameters assuming rate-state friction (e.g. Rubin & Ampuero, 2005; Chen &259

Lapusta, 2009; Cattania & Segall, 2019).260

3.2 Observations of magnitude dependent stress drops261

Evidence for breaks in self-similarity in larger datasets remains a subject of intense debate262

(for a review, see Abercrombie (2021)). When estimates of corner frequencies and seismic263

moment are plotted together for several datasets, stress drops appear to be remarkably constant264

across a broad range of magnitude, including millimeter scale events recorded in laboratory265

(Selvadurai, 2019; Yoshimitsu, Kawakata, & Takahashi, 2014), centimeter scale earthquakes266

in deep mines (Kwiatek & Ben-Zion, 2013), up to kilometer scale earthquakes (e.g. Baltay,267

Ide, Prieto, and Beroza (2011); Zollo, Orefice, and Convertito (2014); Abercrombie (2021)268

and references therein). However, observed stress drops span several orders of magnitude, and269

individual studies have reported trends of increasing stress drops with magnitude in Italy (Bindi270

et al., 2020; H. Wang et al., 2019; Malagnini, Scognamiglio, Mercuri, Akinci, & Mayeda, 2008)271
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Figure 6: (a) Normalized seismic moment vs. normalized corner frequency, obtained from

the scaling shown in Fig. 4 (lines) with variable nucleation lengths drawn from a Gaussian

distribution. (b) Ratio between measured and true stress drop vs. magnitude relative to the

reference magnitude. (c) PDF of normalized asperity dimensions (top) and nucleation lengths

(bottom).

and California (Mayeda et al., 2007; Trugman & Shearer, 2017), among others; a consistent272

observation across many studies is the increased scatter in stress drop for small magnitude273

earthquakes. These observations are notoriously difficult due the trade-off between source and274

path effects, including frequency and depth dependent attenuation (e.g. Abercrombie, 1995;275

Shearer, Abercrombie, Trugman, & Wang, 2019), and hence it remains unclear whether the276

observed decrease in stress drop for small earthquakes is a source or a path effect.277

With these caveats in mind, it is worth noting that theoretical source model presented here278

provides an explanation for the reported deviations from the M0 ∼ f−3
c scaling, as well as the279

increase in scatter for small magnitude events. Since a fraction of slip is released aseismically280

during the nucleation phase, asperities close to the nucleation dimension have smaller seismic281

moment than predicted by the classical scaling. This effect, combined with the constant dura-282

tion for small events, reduces stress drops by a factor of about 100 over 2 earthquake magnitudes283

(Fig. 4). The shape of the curve differs from reported observations, in which the trend persists284

up to large magnitudes and takes the form: M0 ∼ f
−(3+ε)
c (Kanamori & Rivera, 2004). The285

model could be better reconciled with the data, and reproduce its scatter, by accounting for286

spatial heterogeneity in nucleation length. I test this idea with a simple synthetic test. I start287

with a set of 1000 source radii randomly sampled from a uniform distribution in log-space;288

and a random sample of nucleation dimensions drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered289

at the reference nucleation dimension R0, with a standard deviation equal to 0.3R0. This pro-290
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duces pairs of source-dimension and nucleation dimensions. I discard pairs with a nucleation291

dimension exceeding the source radius, since they would be aseismic (Chen & Lapusta, 2009;292

Cattania & Segall, 2019). For the remaining pairs, I obtain duration and moment by interpo-293

lating Fig. 4, and rescaling the result by the characteristic duration and moment for each the294

nucleation length. Given the scatter in the resulting plots (Fig. 6), it seems plausible that the295

trend would be interpreted as M0 ∼ f
−(3+ε)
c , especially if low magnitude events are below the296

completeness magnitude and hence missing from the catalog. The model also predicts more297

stress drop variability at low magnitudes, consistent with observations.298

299

To determine whether a finite nucleation dimension causes the observed non-similar scalings,300

other model predictions could be tested against data. For events with θ = 0, the constant source301

duration produces constant corner frequency, and the spectrum takes the form of a Boatwright302

spectrum (eq. 16). For all other observation angles, the Boatwright spectrum is multiplied by a303

sinc(·) term corresponding to the delay between phases emitted simultaneously from opposite304

ends of the source. Should these patterns be discernible in the data, they would corroborate305

the hypothesis that the existence of a finite nucleation dimension is responsible for observed306

breaks in self-similarity.307

4 Conclusion308

I introduce an analytical source model which accounts for acceleration in slip and rupture309

velocity as well as the finite size of the nucleation region. In the early phases of nucleation, the310

model predicts that far field displacements grows exponentially with time, producing a constant311

source duration and corner frequency. This is consistent with some observations of both tectonic312

and induced microseismicity, and implies a nucleation dimension of the order of tens of meters.313

Furthermore, the seismic moment decreases as more slip is accrued aseismically, causing a314

decrease in estimated stress drop. With the improvement of seismic networks and detection315

algorithms, future studies may be able to further verify these findings and test additional316

model predictions, such as the double corner frequency and variations of spectral properties317

with observation angle.318

A Appendix: Rupture arrest319

The fracture mechanics criteria in section 2 can also be applied to rupture arrest. I assume that320

the region outside an asperity of radius R experiences a stress increase ∆τin during dynamic321
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rupture (due, for example, to velocity-strengthening friction), adding a negative term to the322

stress intensity factor (Tada, Paris, & Irwin, 2000):323

K(r) = K+(r) +K−(r), (21)

with324

K+(r) = 2∆τ

√
r

π
(22)

K−(r) = 2∆τbarr

√
r2 −R2

rπ
, (23)

(24)

where K+(r) is the SIF due to a stress drop over the entire crack and K−(r) is the SIF325

due to an additional stress drop over the region R ≤ r ≤ Rf where Rf is the final radius. We326

can write ∆τbarr = α∆τ , where α is a factor representing the strength of the barrier causing327

rupture arrest; for numerical simulations used here (Appendix C), (a− b)V S = −(a− b)VW and328

α = −2. Plugging eq. 21 into 6 and solving for rupture velocity yields:329

vr(r)

vf
= 1−

√r̃ +

√
r̃2 − R̃2

r̃

−2

, (25)

where r̃ = r/R0, R̃ = R/R0. I solve for rupture velocity as a function of time with the330

Matlab function ode45.331

B Appendix: Pulses and source spectra for θ 6= 0332

Sato (1994) derived a surprisingly simple result to compute far-field displacement from circular333

sources propagating with variable rupture velocity. Let T (r) be the time at which the rupture334

front reaches radius r, and define the quantities335

Ta(r) = T (r)− r sin θ/c (26)

Tb(r) = T (r) + r sin θ/c, (27)

representing the range of arrival times for pulses emitted as the rupture grows from r to r+dr.336

The moment rate function is given by (Sato, 1994)337

Ṁc(t) =
πµca

2 sin θ

{
Ra(t)2 −Rb(t)2

}
, (28)

where Ra, Rb are the solution to Ta(r) = t and Tb(r) = t respectively and a a constant given338

by339

a =

(
24

7π

)(
∆τ

µ

)
. (29)
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Here I seek an analytical solution for small sources. Writing Ra = R0 + la and Rb = R0 + lb340

and taking la,b � R0, to first order we have: R2
a − R2

b ≈ 2R0(la − lb). At short times (t� t0)341

the crack radius given by eq. 9 can be approximated as342

r = R0 + l0e
t/t0 , (30)

where l0 = R0ε is defined as the radius in excess of R0 at t = 0 (which can be arbitrarily343

small, and is used for mathematical convenience as explained in section 2). Inverting eq. 30344

and combining with eq. 27 gives345

la(t) = min
{
R−R0, l0e

t/t0eΘ
}

(31)

lb(t) = min
{
R−R0, l0e

t/t0e−Θ
}
, (32)

with Θ = R sin (θ)/ct0 . Using these expressions in eq. 28 gives the source time function.346

For convenience, I redefine t so that t = 0 corresponds to the peak of Ṁc(t) and obtain the347

following expression for the normalized source time function:348

Ṁc(t)/Ṁc(0) =


et/t0 t < 0

eΘ − e−Θe(t/t0)

eΘ − e−Θ
0 ≤ t < ∆T

0 ∆T ≤ t

(33)

with ∆T = Tb(R) − Ta(R). As before, I define the source duration as the time in which349

the displacement pulse exceeds a fraction φ of the maximum value, and obtain the following350

expression for the pulse duration:351

T = t0

[
log

(
1

φ

)
+ log

(
eΘ − 2φ sinh Θ

e−Θ

)]
. (34)

Taking the Fourier transform of eq. 33, and reintroducing the constants in eq. 11 yields the352

following source spectrum:353

|Ṁc(ω)| = 48∆τ

7
(R−R0)R0R sinc

(
ωR sin θ

c

)
1√

ω2t20 + 1
. (35)

C Appendix: Dynamic rupture simulations354

I run fully dynamic simulations using the boundary integral code BICyclE (Lapusta, Rice,355

Ben-Zion, & Zheng, 2000; Lapusta & Liu, 2009). The following equation of motion governs356

fault slip:357

τel(x)− τf (x) =
µ

2cs
v(x), (36)
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where µ is the shear modulus, τf the frictional resistance, τel the shear stress due to remote358

loading and elastodynamic stress interactions between elements, and the term on the right359

hand side represents radiation damping (Rice, 1993). Frictional resistance evolves according to360

rate-state friction (Marone, 1998):361

τf (v, θ) = σ

[
f0 + a log

v

v∗
+ b log

θv∗

dc

]
, (37)

where, a, b and are constitutive parameters; dc = 10−4m is the state evolution distance; σ =362

50MPa is effective the normal stress; v∗ = 10−6m/s is a reference slip velocity; f0 = 0.6 is the363

steady-state friction coefficient at v = v∗, and θ is a state-variable. I employ the ageing law364

(Ruina, 1983) for state evolution:365

dθ

dt
= 1− θv

dc
. (38)

The model set up is similar to Chen and Lapusta (2009): I impose velocity weakening fric-366

tional parameters (a− b = −0.005, b = 0.02) within a circular asperity, and velocity strength-367

ening parameters (a − b = 0.005) in a square region surrounding it. The fault is loaded by368

a velocity boundary condition v = 10−9m/s. To minimize edge effects, the creeping region is369

at least 3 times larger than the asperity. Nucleation under ageing law with the parameters370

employed here takes the form of an expanding crack with the nucleation dimension given by:371

R∞ =
π

4

b

(b− a)2

µ′dc
σ

(39)

where µ′ is the shear modulus for antiplane shear and the shear modulus divided by 1− ν (ν =372

Poisson’s ratio) for plane strain deformation (with the parameters used here, R∞ = 38m and373

50m respectively).374
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